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We have been providing astrology consultation and advice on true Vedic principles on the internet since 2000 and serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. We have prepared Planet Fusion & Fortune Report For 2 Years:

It can be read under the following heads:

- Results of the Conjunction/Fusion
- Special talents & traits that are present due to this conjunction
- Periods in life when these effects would be felt
- Results and events during the next five years
- Suggestions on how to use this to your advantage
- Cautions & remedies

**Results of the Conjunction/Fusion:**

- Conjunction or fusion between two planets in a sign, mixes the individual natures and effects of the planets with each other and with the sign where they are placed and further alters the effects with respect to the house they occupy within the horoscope.
- These effects get further enlarged in degree and scope of effects if the fusion occurs in the important divisional charts also.
- In your birth chart, you have the very important fusion between Venus and Mercury (a major Dhana Yoga, yoga for wealth) while this fusion is seen only in birth chart and not in divisional charts.
- Venus is the giver of wealth, fine taste for comforts and enjoyments, and artistic talents.
Mercury, is the source of intelligence, eloquence and deep learning needed for success.

When these two (Venus and Mercury) very important yet different sources of diverse abilities combine/fuse in a horoscope, their resultant energy makes a person diplomatic, highly placed and wealthy.

However the effects of any fusion can be influenced and modified, either way, by the actions of other planets or of combinations of other planets in the birth chart.

**Special talents & traits that are present due to this conjunction:**

- By Vedic definition, this yoga can bless you with good health, wealth, and getting income from various sources through application of intellectual brilliance and capacity for artistic endeavors.
- You will be fond and capable of art, and mirth and enjoyments, with highly developed aesthetic sense that has some sobering effects over what inflow of wealth can bring in at times.
- Since your ascendant is Libra, an airy, movable and positive sign, you will naturally have an active, balanced, and law abiding temperament with unassuming, humane agreeable personality, that will prefer peace and order and will be unmoved by mean motives.
- You will possess many good qualities and varied abilities, a quick and high leaning ability and smart application of such learning.
- Besides being the lord of ascendant, Venus also occupies the 4th house of hard assets.
- Mars is the lord of the 9th house (of good fortune) from ascendant and is also the lord of the 12th house of life abroad.
- This conjunction can give powerful results for your ascendant and may be able to take you abroad and get you properties there.
- Being placed in the 4th house from ascendant, this planetary fusion of Venus and Mercury will give you a comely face and figure.
You will have good relatives, children and friends and will enjoy much worldly prosperity while you can occupy a high rank or position. The above possibilities will of course be modified by the overall trend of the horoscope and the planetary periods that rules the next two years.

**Periods in life when these effects would be felt:**

- The effects of any Yoga or fusion will operate during the main or sub period of the planets involved in forming the fusion or yoga.
- The main or sub period of Venus or Mercury do not operate during the next two years.
- Thus fusion/yoga effects will not be enjoyed during the next two years.
- The earliest periods when you can get effects of this important fusion will be during sub period of Mercury (15 Sep 2023 to 02 Apr 2026) and during sub period of Venus (22 Apr 2027 to 21 Apr 2030).

**Results and events during the next five years (till 31 Mar 2022):**

**Career:**

- Career will face some obstruction and restrictions from the top till 19 Jun 2017.
- This will be due to square position of transit Saturn with natal Jupiter and also due to some effects of Sade Sati.
- Frequent differences with seniors will obstruct smooth functioning of career and will not offer any progress in position, despite transit Saturn being the favorable 3rd house from your ascendant.
- But career will remain stable and safe.
- From 20 Jun 2017 to 27 Oct 2017, you will suffer from the negative effects of the balance of the worst part of you Sade Sati for your Scorpio Moon.
Further Transit Saturn will move over natal Saturn, Rahu and natal Moon and square to natal Sun and Mercury (all very negative).

Serious issues with seniors can become very prominent due to strong differences and even possible clashes with superiors.

You will also see total failure of communication and of judgment resulting in wrong speech and action and their adverse effects.

From after 27 Oct 2017, you will see a repetition of the trends that had occurred till 19 Jun 2017.

This phase will cover period from 28 Oct 2017 to 31 Mar 2019 and even beyond till 25 Jan 2020.

Despite the foregoing there will be some positive moderations (especially due to good effects of transit Jupiter.

Transit Jupiter can keep your job position stable and allow you to get regular hikes in pay, especially during 2018 and 2019.

**Finance:**

- Income from career will be good and you will get regular hikes in pay, but you will fail to handle your finance prudently at any time.
- You will needlessly spend too much and invest without adequate care or caution.
- Thus losses may keep mounting while accumulation will suffer needlessly.
- Additionally throughout these two years you will have to shell down a lot of money for your family in various ways and such expenses will be unplanned.
- Thus you will need to avoid lose handling of funds with total determination.

**Love life:**

- Social life will be varyingly active but rarely enjoyable.
- No love or romance will be dependable.
It is better to not expect anything positive from social life.

**Marital life:**

- Conjugal life will not improve in any way.
- Major differences and disagreements will prevail.
- There is a great need to talk things out and improve home life environment and domestic felicity.
- Such attempts will not only give you peace and better health but will also help you in handling your career issues.

**Children:**

- Children, if any, may not enjoy adequate good health of good luck.
- Happiness of or from progeny will remain restricted.

**Health:**

- Overall health may remain generally indifferent.
- No major disorders are expected.
- But issues related to overall vitality, immunity, digestion and vision can be present.

**Suggestions on how to use this to your advantage:**

- You will need to be consistently careful to make best use of the good effects of transit Jupiter.
- Stay highly focused on your own career safety and welfare and fix up your priorities well and in advance.
- Shed your ego, impatience and anger.
- Cooperate with seniors through obedience and discipline and work very hard and as ordered by them.
- Keep your health fit, to the maximum extent possible.
Maintain peace at home and spend really quality time at home frequently.
Social life will pose negative issues and losses and so avoid these or cut them down.
Opt for confidence but shun stubbornness.
Most important, use your free will and hard efforts to get good results.

**Cautions & remedies:**

**Caution:**

- Maintain equilibrium of mind.
- Avoid ego clash.
- Avoid tendency for power struggle.
- Cooperate to get cooperation, at work and at home.
- Prefer team work.
- Take hold of your ways of handling your finance.
- Opt for regular physical exercise.

**Remedies:**

- Chant “Om DurgaoiiNamah” every day, as very frequently as possible, the more the better.
- Offer water to Sun God every morning.
- Worship Lord Sani in a Sani temple every Saturday.

Blessings,
Pt. Punarvasu
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